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Penn College Fast Facts
• 6,213 FTEs
• 6,682 head count
• 85% full time students
• 41% in a Bachelor’s degree 
program
• 54% in an Associate’s degree 
program
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Fast Facts About Fall 2007’s 
English Composition (ENL111)
• 1,288 students took ENL 111 (final 
number)
• 56 ENL111 classes were scheduled
• 28 instructors taught these classes
• 6 full time librarians collaborated 
with them
• 2 part-time librarians collaborated 
with them
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Develop The Students’ Information 
Literacy Skills:  Our 3-Tier Process
• Review the interactive Library 
Tutorial
• Answer quiz questions within the 
tutorial
• Complete a graded library 
assignment
• Come to class and link 
concepts learned through the 
tutorial and assignment to the 
ENL111 assignments
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Joint Competencies
• Write a research statement or 
research question
• Create a list of searchable words 
from the research question
• Use the AND concept
• Evaluate the reliability of resources 
found
• Use a library catalog to find a book
• Use the call number of the book to 
locate the item on the shelf
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Joint Competencies (cont.)
• Identify and use appropriate 
databases to find information
• Retrieve the appropriate 
articles
• Use a search engine to locate 
sources of information
• Identify parts of a citation
• Detect plagiarism
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“Needs Statement” Challenges:  
We wanted…
• More interaction by users
• More images or illustrations
• Clearer explanations
• More immediate feedback
• Consistent quality of instruction
• An electronic grading system
• Students to be allowed to re-take 
the quiz
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“Needs Statement” Challenges 
We wanted…
• A “Certificate of Completion” 
printed upon completion of 
the tutorial
• The Library Assignment 
printed upon completion of 
the tutorial
• The tutorial available to the 
visually impaired, eventually
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More Challenges…
• Make the tutorial available on 
the Web through the efforts 
of the ITDL (Instructional 
Technology and Distance 
Learning) Department
• Do all of the above cost-
effectively
• Make the tutorial shorter
• Make the tutorial more fun!
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Design Considerations:  
Producing a Solution
Student Perspective
• Students live in a world of 
constant interaction between 
learning and leisure
• Students are “digital natives.”  
They have grown up in a media 
world, in an online world
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The Solution
Flash it is!
• Create an interactive learning 
experience
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Why “Flash?”
• We wanted students to open *one* 
program, not many programs 
simultaneously
• Flash connects to all printers
• Flash calls other programs to run 
back-end processes that increase its 
functionality
• We wanted the tutorial to be Web 
browser/operating system 
independent
• We wanted the program to be 
accessed by about 1300 students 
per semester.
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Why “Flash?”
Using “Flash” with the WebCT/Angel
platform, it allowed us to…
• Make text move on the screen, 
literally
• Use animation
• Use sound
• Require responses to be 
interactively typed
• Mouse over graphics
• Take a quiz
• Give immediate feedback for 
correct/incorrect responses
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Move Text - Example #1:  
The Research Question
• The tutorial illustrates how 
to generate a list of words 
to search from a research 
question.
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Where can I find resources about a career in the                                             
information technology industry?
What are the key words in this question?
r s r s r r
Example #2:  Old Boolean Logic 
Format
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Use Animation – New Format to 
Illustrate  Boolean Logic
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Type Responses - Example #3:  Apply Boolean 
Logic When Searching (Catalog, Database, Search Engine)
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Mouse Over Graphics - Example #4:  
Find a Book on the Shelf
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Take a Quiz - Example #5:  
A Quiz Question
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Assessment
• Present the concept
• Immediately test for 
understanding
• Used multiple choice questions
• Immediate feedback given for 
right or wrong answers
• Quiz was within the tutorial, 
itself, not independent of the 
tutorial
• When the quiz was finished, a 
grade was produced for the 
student
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Assessment:  
Get Grades 
Many Ways
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Assessment:  Get Statistics per Question per Track
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Average Tutorial Quiz Grade is…
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Any Correlation of Tutorial Quiz Grade & 
the Student’s Final ENL111 Grade?
• Minitab (Version 15) was used
• 1,022 grades were inputted
• Pearson correlation of the tutorial 
quiz grade and student’s final grade 
= + 0.207 (the r value)
• P-value = .000 means there is strong 
evidence to reject the null 
hypothesis of no correlation in favor 
of the alternative hypothesis of a 
positive correlation
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Any Correlation of Tutorial Quiz Grade 
and the Student’s Final Grade? (cont.)
• In English, that means there is 
sufficient  evidence to show that 
there is a positive linear relationship 
between the quiz grade, x,  and the 
student’s final grade, y.
• R 2 (the coefficient of determination) 
= .207 2 = .043 which means 4.3% of 
the variation in final ENL111 grades is 
accounted for or predicted by the 
tutorial grade
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Trends in Grades
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Tutorial Grades vs. Final ENL 111 Grades
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Any Correlation of Tutorial Quiz Grade 
and the Student’s Final Grade?
• This data did not measure a cause 
and effect relationship.  However, it 
did confirm that a positive 
relationship exists.
• The probability of a Type 1 error was 
very small due in part to a very large 
sample size.
• Data for students falling in either of 
the following categories was not 
entered:
• Zero grades on the tutorial
• Grades for students who dropped or 
withdrew from ENL111
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Look At This Data
(This describes a relationship not a cause.)
Student’s Grades on the 
Tutorial:
• 78% → A, B, C
• 55% → A
• 46% → B
• 21% → C
• 56% of those who did 
not take the tutorial at 
all…
Student’s Final Grade in the 
Course:
• A, B, C
• A
• B
• C
• D or F
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Outcomes:  
Was This Tutorial Practical?
• Concepts were uniformly 
presented
• Students had to interact with the 
material
• Immediate feedback given per 
individual question
• Immediate visual information 
given
• Higher levels of research skills 
were taught
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Outcomes:  The Tutorial Addressed 
Students Learning Preferences
• Graphics-based visuals
• Text-based visuals
• Auditory modes
• Tactile or kinesthetic 
methods used
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Outcomes
33
Outcomes
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Outcomes
• Library Assignment graded by 
librarian
• Easy to convert to a new LMS 
platform
• Decreases the learning curve in 
having to make repeated changes 
transitioning from one platform to 
another
The most unexpected feature:  
• Students seemed to embrace this 
learning method!  
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The Future
Survey students
• Did they use this material 
throughout their college 
career?
• Did they use this material after 
they graduated?
• Ask the students for comments 
about what other material 
should be included
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Questions?  Comments?
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